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This paper presents a large-scale Greek morphological lexicon, developed by the Soft-
ware & Knowledge Engineering Laboratory (SKEL) of NCSR “Demokritos”. The pa-
per describes the lexicon architecture and the procedure to develop and update it. The 
morphological lexicon was used to develop a lemmatiser and a morphological analyser 
that were included in a controlled language checker for Greek. The paper discusses the 
current coverage of the lexicon, as well as remaining issues and how we plan to address 
them. Our goal is to produce a wide-coverage morphological lexicon of Greek that can 
be easily exploited in several natural language processing applications. 

 

During the last decade, we have witnessed a remarkable acceleration in the growth of Inter-
net, communication networks, multimedia, etc. In this new era, the main vehicle for digital 
content products and services is natural language, increasing the need for robust language 
engineering systems. Language resources, such as lexicons and grammars, constitute the 
main ingredient of such systems. For this reason, there is a strong need for development of 
language resources that can be exploited by various natural language processing applications. 
For instance, lexicons with morphological and syntactic information are needed for the de-
velopment of tools such as spelling and syntax checkers that can be integrated in word proc-
essors, as well as for the development of morphological and syntactic analysers that can be 
exploited by more complex natural language processing applications (search engines, infor-
mation filtering and extraction systems, machine translation systems, etc.). 

The Greek institutions involved in language engineering have paid special attention to the 
development of Greek language resources. During the last few years, Modern Greek lexicons 
have been developed by the Computer Technology Institute, the Institute for Language & 
Speech Processing, the Wire Communications Laboratory at the University of Patras, the 
Software & Knowledge Engineering Laboratory at NCSR “Demokritos”. The development 
of computational lexicons (i.e. lexicons that can be exploited by natural language processing 
applications) is a difficult task and becomes even more difficult due to the characteristics of 
Modern Greek morphology. The complex inflectional system, the existence of marked stress, 
the free-word-order, the use of old (from Ancient Greek) and new word forms are some of 
the main characteristics of Modern Greek morphology. 



The lexicon of the Computer Technology Institute (CTI) contains ~80.000 lemmas 
(~1.000.000 word-forms) [7]. Given a word-form, the CTI lexicon returns the corresponding 
lemma (or lemmas in case of lexical ambiguity) along with morphosyntactic information, i.e. 
part of speech, number, gender, case, person, tense, voice, mood, etc. The CTI lexicon was 
used as the basis for the Greek spelling checker adopted by Microsoft for its word-processor 
MS Word. This lexicon is also currently used for the development of the Greek WordNet, a 
semantic network that includes for every lemma not only morphosyntactic but also semantic 
information (synonyms, semantic groups-synsets, etc.) based on the EuroWordnet formalism 
(project EPET-II DIALEXICO). 

The lexicon of the Institute of Language & Speech Processing (ILSP) was developed in 
the context of the EC project LE-PAROLE, aiming at natural language processing applica-
tions. It contains ~20.000 lemmas encoded at the morphological and the syntactic level ac-
cording to the PAROLE/SIMPLE model [6]. The ILSP lexicon is currently being extended in 
the context of the EPET-II project LEXIS. The new version of the lexicon, by the end of the 
LEXIS project, will be comprised of ~60.000 entries containing morphological information 
of which a subset will also contain syntactic and semantic information [1]. 

The lexicon of the Wire Communications Laboratory (WCL) contains ~35.000 lemmas 
along with the inflected forms of the words and their grammatical features stored in a di-
rected acyclic word graph (DWAG). This lexicon was exploited in the context of the EPET-
II project MITOS (http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/mitos/) for the development of a fast 
morphological analyser [12]. The morphological analyser results are used by the MITOS 
information extraction system (see MITOS demonstrator at http://mitos.kapatel.gr/). 

In this paper, we present the lexicon developed by the Software & Knowledge Engineer-
ing Laboratory (SKEL) of NCSR “Demokritos”. SKEL lexicon consists of ~60.000 lemmas 
that correspond to ~710.000 different word forms. It must be noted that the lexicon develop-
ment was done in parallel with the development of a general-purpose text engineering plat-
form named Ellogon [8] which facilitates the development of new tools as well as the inte-
gration of these tools in different applications. The SKEL lexicon or parts of it can be easily 
embedded in different applications taking advantage of the facilities provided by Ellogon. 

The SKEL lexicon architecture, the procedure followed to develop it, as well as the pro-
vided functionalities to update it, are presented in section 2. The morphological lexicon was 
used to develop a lemmatiser and a morphological analyser, which were integrated in a con-
trolled language checker for Greek. Section 3 discusses the lexicon exploitation by the con-
trolled language checker and the current lexicon coverage. Finally, section 4 presents further 
research issues and how we plan to address them. Our goal is to produce a wide-coverage 
morphological lexicon of Greek that can be easily exploited in several natural language proc-
essing applications. 

2 

2.1 

SKEL Lexicon for the Greek language 
In this section we describe the lexicon architecture and organisation, the way it was origi-
nally created and the infrastructure provided for accessing and maintaining its morphological 
database. 

Lexicon Organisation 
The lexicon consists of two independent components, the query component and the genera-
tion component. The query component is responsible for querying the lexicon about a spe-
cific word form and retrieving the associated linguistic information (see Fig. 1). It is organ-



ised around a morphological database, which associates word forms with sets of morphologi-
cal entries. The morphological database comprises of a fixed number of pages. As each page 
is associated with a unique word form, their number is exactly the same as the number of 
different word forms the lexicon can recognise. Every page contains a set of morphological 
entries (see Fig. 2). Each morphological entry contains a fixed number of fields, where each 
field represents a morphological feature. A complete list of available fields as well as all 
their corresponding values is presented in table 1. For example, the page presented in figure 
2 describes all possible features of the word form “αβαθές”: all three entries have the same 
values for all the features (i.e. the same lemma, part-of-speech, number, etc.), except from 
the case feature, as the same word form can appear in texts having three different case val-
ues. The number of entries in each page is the same as the number of all possible word form 
instantiations the lexicon is aware of. 
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Figure 1: The lexicon Query Component. 

Word Form: αβαθές 
Morphological Entry 1 
Part of Speech = 

POS_ADJECTIVE 
Case = 

CASE_ACCUSATIVE 
Number = 

NUMBER_SINGULAR 
Lemma = 

αβαθής 
Gender = 
GENDER_NEUTRAL … 

 
Morphological Entry 2 
Part of Speech = 

POS_ADJECTIVE 
Case = 

CASE_NOMINATIVE 
Number = 

NUMBER_SINGULAR 
Lemma = 

αβαθής 
Gender = 
GENDER_NEUTRAL …  

 
Morphological Entry 3 
Part of Speech = 

POS_ADJECTIVE 
Case = 

CASE_VOCATIVE 
Number = 

NUMBER_SINGULAR 
Lemma = 

αβαθής 
Gender = 
GENDER_NEUTRAL …   

 
Figure 2: A page from the morphological database, describing the word form “αβαθές”. 

During a word form search, the query component tries to locate the page that describes 
the word form requested. If such a page is located (the word form is contained in the mor-
phological database), all its morphological entries are returned. 

The generation lexicon component is responsible for the generation of all the possible 
word forms for a given word lemma. Except from the lemma, this component also requires 
the classification of the given lemma in one of the predefined morphological categories con-
tained in the morphological categories database (see Fig. 3). Each morphological category 
contains instructions describing how the various word forms can be generated from the word 
lemma and what morphological features must be associated with it. An example is presented 
in table 2: this category can be used to create the instantiations of male proper names ending 
in “ός”, like the name “ασκληπιός”. Having the word lemma and an appropriate morphologi-
cal category, the generation component also utilises language specific rules regarding syl-
labication and accentuation in order to produce all possible word forms. During the creation 



process, each generated word form is represented with one morphological entry. As a result, 
a word form can be generated more than once if ambiguity exists, but each instance will be 
represented by a different morphological entry. For example, if we had the word lemma 
“αβαθής” the word form “αβαθές” would be generated three times (see Fig. 2). 

Morphological 
Entry Field Available Field Values 

Word Form The word form 
Lemma The word lemma 
Stem The word stem 
Suffix The word suffix 

Part of Speech 
POS_ARTICLE, POS_NOUN, POS_ADJECTIVE, POS_PRONOUN, POS_VERB, 
POS_PARTICIPLE, POS_ADVERB, POS_PREPOSITION, POS_CONJUNCTION, 
POS_PARTICLE 

Number NUMBER_SINGULAR, NUMBER_PLURAL 

Case CASE_NOMINATIVE, CASE_GENITIVE, CASE_DATIVE, 
CASE_ACCUSATIVE, CASE_VOCATIVE 

Tense 

TENSE_PRESENT, TENSE_PAST_CONTINUOUS, 
TENSE_FUTURE_CONTINUOUS, TENSE_FUTURE, TENSE_PAST, 
TENSE_PRESENT_PERFECT, TENSE_PAST_PERFECT, 
TENSE_FUTURE_PERFECT 

Translation An English translation, if available M
or

ph
ol

og
ic

al
 E

nt
ry

 

Other Fields Info, Egklish, Mood, Voice, Person, Syllabication, Part of Speech Detail, Inflectional 
Type, Accented Syllable, Gender, Inflection, Explanation, Examples, Synonyms 

Table 1: Morphological Entry fields and their permissible values. 

Category Type PNM_1   
Suffix  ός   
Part of speech Noun   
Inflectional type ACCENT_OXYTONO   
Inflection INFLECTION_EQSYL   
Info Proper Noun   
Generative Suffix Case Number Accented Syllable 

-ός CASE_ACCUSATIVE NUMBER_SINGULAR 1 
-ού CASE_GENITIVE NUMBER_SINGULAR 1 
-ό CASE_NOMINATIVE NUMBER_SINGULAR 1 
-έ CASE_VOCATIVE NUMBER_SINGULAR 1 

Table 2: A morphological category example. 

2.2 Lexicon Creation 
Once the infrastructure described above was available, an initial version of the lexicon was 
created. Initially, a list of word lemmas was constructed. In order to collect as many word 
lemmas as possible, various textual corpora were used, as well as freely available lists of 
words intended to be used by Greek versions of open source spell checkers (like “ispell” and 
“aspell”). The list of word forms collected from all these sources contained approximately 
260.000 unique word forms. These word forms were examined in order to identify and fix 
errors as well as to extract the corresponding word lemmas. Finally, the list of word lemmas 
was enriched with proper names (names of persons and locations) that were extracted from 
the various lists of proper names (gazetteers) developed by our laboratory. Currently, the list 
of word lemmas contains approximately 60.000 unique word lemmas. 
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Figure 3: The lexicon Generation Component. 

After the list creation, word lemmas were manually classified according to their part of 
speech and morphological category. Approximately 350 morphological categories were cre-
ated, covering mainly nouns, adjectives, verbs and pronouns. The number of morphological 
categories is not fixed since new categories may be added to cover new words. The process 
of manual classification of a word lemma into a morphological category is partially sup-
ported by a specialised tool that is able to propose possible morphological categories. With 
this tool, the user can select any of the proposed categories and see all the word forms that 
can be generated if the word lemma is classified into the selected inflectional category. In 
case all proposed morphological categories are inadequate, the user can create a new cate-
gory and classify the word lemma in this category. 

The last step of this process was to give the morphologically classified word lemmas to 
the lexicon generation component. The generation component created all word forms as well 
as all relevant morphological entries for each word form and filled the morphological data-
base of the lexicon. From the initial list of approximately 60.000 unique word lemmas, 
710.000 different word forms were generated, leading to ~2.500.000 morphological entries 
in the morphological database. Approximately 3.000 word lemmas were not processed by the 
generation component due to various errors (including errors in morphological category clas-
sifications). 

2.3 Lexicon Access & Maintenance 
Both the query and the generation components as well as the whole software infrastructure of 
the lexicon has been developed in the C++ programming language, as our main concern was 
to build a portable and efficient system that will also be able to be easily embedded inside 
other applications that need to access the lexicon. This infrastructure offers an object-
oriented environment that facilitates memory management and allows the insertion of an 
abstraction layer between the lexicon functionality and the specific internal details of the 
lexicon implementation. Through the provided programming interface (API) the caller can 
access both the query and generation components. Additionally, the software offers direct 
access to the morphological database by offering the ability to insert new morphological en-
tries as well as to retrieve, modify or delete existing ones. Having direct access to the mor-
phological entries of the database, the caller can extract part of the information contained in a 
morphological entry and create a separate, specialised database to satisfy specific needs. For 
example, a lemmatiser can be extracted from the lexicon that only associates word forms 
with the corresponding lemmas, ignoring all other pieces of information, resulting in a spe-
cialised tool that can be used independently of the lexicon. 



The modularity and the provided API of the lexicon infrastructure have permitted the 
embedding of the lexicon infrastructure under the Tcl programming language. Tcl is an easy 
to learn, high level scripting language that provides features like Unicode support, portability 
and a cross-platform graphical user interface. All functionality provided by the C++ API is 
also available from Tcl, thus easing the process of writing applications that access or modify 
the lexicon. Additionally, the fact that the lexicon is accessible from Tcl enables the incorpo-
ration of the lexicon in various Tcl-based text engineering platforms like GATE [3] or El-
logon [8]. An application is illustrated in figure 4, where a tool for querying a word form in 
the lexicon is presented. The user is also able to browse among all morphological entries 
associated with a specific word form and examine or modify the contained morphological 
information. 

 
Figure 4: A tool for querying the lexicon. 

2.4 Lemmatisation, Morphological Analysis 
The lexicon infrastructure forms a strong basis upon which various task-oriented tools can be 
easily constructed. In this section we describe two such examples: a lemmatiser and a mor-
phological analyser. Both tools were developed as components of the Ellogon platform but 
each of them exploits the lexicon in a different way: the lemmatiser extracts and utilises a 
specialised database from the lexicon, while the morphological analyser accesses the lexi-
con’s database in order to annotate words with all available linguistic information. 

The process followed for the creation of the lemmatiser was fairly simple. Initially, a spe-
cialised database, that associated word forms with lemmas, was created. A module was also 
developed that queries all the word forms contained in the lexicon, retrieves the lemma for 
each word form and fills the specialised database. The lemmatiser requires about 25 MB of 
memory and it processes ~2.000 words/sec on a PIII/500 PC with 256 MB RAM. 

The development of the morphological analyser was also straightforward, as it simply in-
terfaces the lexicon infrastructure with the Ellogon platform. The analyser utilises the pro-
vided API to query the lexicon about word forms, retrieve the associated morphological en-
tries and pass all the morphological information contained in each entry to the Ellogon plat-
form. The component requires about 45 MB of memory, and is able to process ~500 
words/sec on the same PC. 
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Lexicon Exploitation by a Greek Controlled Language 
Checker 

A controlled language is a language with a restricted syntax, vocabulary and terminology 
that is typically applied to technical documents. The aim of using controlled languages in 
technical documentation is the production of texts with simple structure and restricted vo-
cabulary that can be read and translated more easily [4], [13]. Several software companies 
(e.g. Bull, IBM) as well as other companies (e.g. Caterpillar, General Motors, Boeing) have 
been using controlled languages during technical writing of their products documentation. 
The restrictions imposed by the use of a controlled language help to preserve uniformity in 
the writing style, especially in cases where authors tend to follow diverse writing approaches, 
and to reduce ambiguities in the resulting text. The use of a controlled language makes trans-
lation faster and of a higher quality. A controlled language can also facilitate machine trans-
lation systems since the resources provided for it (vocabulary, terminology and syntax rules) 
can be embedded into the machine translation system, improving its performance. 

In the context of the Greek R&D project SCHEMATOPOIESIS1, we developed a con-
trolled language checker for the Greek language to assist Greek technical writers as well as 
to facilitate translation from Greek to other languages. Its lexical and grammatical resources 
cover technical documents from the domain of computational equipment. Technical writers 
are able to call the checker through their word processor (MS Word is used in the current 
implementation). This allows the user to check the format and language of his/her documents 
in a similar way as a spelling/syntax checker. The technical document is first converted into 
an XML format in order to be processed by the checker (see Fig. 5). The checker outputs the 
identified errors in a format “understandable” by the word-processor in order to let the user 
see his/her errors. The checker checks both text language (correct application of controlled 
language grammar and vocabulary) and text format (e.g. line spacing, fonts style and size). 
The XML text is first processed using linguistic resources (restricted terminology, vocabu-
lary, grammar) and tools (tokeniser, sentence splitter, part of speech tagger, case tagger, 
morphological analyser, lexical analyser) in order to apply the language checker. Language 
checking involves lookup to a terminological database (termbase) and to a restricted vocabu-
lary as well as checking for paragraph and sentence size, number of sentence clauses, correct 
appearance of terms, application of syntax restrictions, etc. The text is also checked using a 
format DTD (Document Type Definition) in order to locate possible errors in format. 

At the first stage of the checker’s development, we decided to exploit the morphological 
lexicon as a lemmatiser in order to enrich the output of the part of speech and case tagger 
with the word lemmas taking into account the lookup module requirements (this is shown in 
dashed lines in Fig. 5). The lookup module locates those words, phrases or terms that exist in 
pre-stored lists (in our case the termbase and vocabulary lists). However, in order to reduce 
the lists size, we maintain only the lemmatised forms of the words appearing there. For in-
stance, there is one entry in the termbase for the term “τελικός χρήστης” (end-user) that cov-
ers the phrases “τελικός χρήστης” (nominative-singular), “τελικού χρήστη” (genitive-
singular), “τελικό χρήστη” (accusative-singular), “τελικοί χρήστες” (nominative-plural), 
“τελικών χρηστών” (genitive-plural), “τελικούς χρήστες” (accusative-plural). This in turn 

 
1 SCHEMATOPOIESIS is an R&D project funded partially by the Greek General Secretariat of Re-
search & Technology (GSRT) and the EC. The project partners include Institute for Language & 
Speech Processing (coordinator), National Technical University of Athens, NCSR “Demokritos”, AL-
TEC, UNISOFT. 



requires the lemmatisation of the text, since the look up module attempts to match only the 
lemmatised forms. 
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Figure 5: Architecture of the controlled language checker. 

During the evaluation of this version of the checker, we realised that we had to improve 
the results of linguistic processing in order to improve language checking. This was mainly 
related to the results of the part of speech and case taggers. Both taggers are based on a ma-
chine learning technique, Transformation-Based Error-Driven learning [9]. This is a tech-
nique used successfully in several other languages apart from Greek, such as English [10], 
German [11] and French [2]. We have found the performance of the part of speech tagger to 
be around 95% (we found similar results in other types of corpora as it is shown in [9]). Al-
though this is a good performance for several language engineering tasks (named entity rec-
ognition, information extraction), it is not good enough for a task such as controlled language 
checking. Let’s take for instance, one of the rules of the controlled language in the project 
SCHEMATOPOIESIS that issues an upper limit in the number of consecutive adjectives 
occurring in a sentence (no more than three). One of the common mistakes of our Greek part 
of speech tagger concerns the tagging of adjectives as nouns or vice versa due to the morpho-
logical similarity of these part of speech categories. Although the tagger is not based only on 
the morphological form of a word (this is the same for nouns and adjectives) but also on their 
context, there are several cases where the tagger recognises mistakenly a noun as an adjec-
tive. Thus, it is possible that the technical writer will receive by mistake error messages con-
cerning the number of consecutive adjectives. However, this affects negatively the general 
impression that the users have for the checker. This is also the case for the case tagger, which 
may mistakenly characterise a noun in nominative case although it this is in accusative, due 
to their morphological similarity (case tagger accuracy is ~93%). Another issue concerns the 
need to enrich the results of the taggers in order to cover more requirements issued by the 
controlled language rules. The part of speech tagger is able to identify the following informa-
tion: part of speech, number and gender for nouns, adjectives and pronouns as well as the 
tense for verbs. However, the controlled language issues rules concerning the voice and per-
son for verbs, two features that cannot be handled by the part of speech tagger. 

The above mentioned problems motivated us to exploit more features of the morphologi-
cal lexicon apart from the lemma. We had to improve the accuracy of the part of speech and 



case taggers as well as to enrich their results with more features, such as voice and person for 
verbs. For this purpose, we developed a morphological analyser as well as a lexical analyser 
(see Fig. 5). The morphological analyser extracts from the lexicon the required morphologi-
cal features for those words in the text for which a lexicon entry exists. The lexical analyser, 
on the other hand, combines the results of both taggers with the results of the morphological 
analyser. For those words that cannot be analysed by the morphological analyser, we keep 
the results of the taggers. Concerning those words for which the morphological analyser pro-
vides more than one results (e.g. three interpretations for a noun that differ in the case: nomi-
native, accusative, vocative) the lexical analyser checks if the tagger agrees with one of these 
results. If it does agree, this result is kept, otherwise some heuristic rules are used to select 
one of the morphological analyser results. 

We evaluated the lexicon coverage as well as the lexical analysis. The lexicon coverage 
in a corpus of 15.990 tokens is shown in table 3. From these tokens, 15,7% corresponds to 
symbols, punctuation marks and digits and 2,2% to foreign words (in total 17,9%). From the 
remaining tokens (Greek words), 86,5% were analysed from the morphological analyser 
(there was at least one entry for them in the morphological lexicon) whereas 13,5% were 
unknown (no entry in the lexicon). 

Symbols, punctuation marks, digits 2.505 – 15,7% 
Foreign 359 –   2,2% 

Analysed 11.351 – 86,5% 
Tokens 

Words Greek 
Not Analysed 1.775 – 13,5% 

13.126 – 82,1% 
15.990 

Table 3: Lexicon coverage evaluation. 
Concerning the lexical analyser results, compared to the tagger results there was a con-

siderable improvement in part of speech (accuracy 97,8%), reducing errors such as the adjec-
tive-noun confusion. However, the results were about the same in case identification (accu-
racy 92,5%), a fact that shows the difficulty of the task for the Greek language. Concerning 
those features not covered by the taggers (person and voice for verbs) it must be noted that 
for those verbs that are not known to the lexicon there is no person and voice information. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper, we presented the main characteristics of the SKEL lexicon and described its 
exploitation by a Greek controlled language checker. Efficient access to the lexicon was one 
of our main objectives in order to facilitate its exploitation by text processing applications. 
The integration of the lexicon in the Ellogon text engineering platform facilitates the devel-
opment of new practical applications. The controlled language checker used under a general-
purpose word processor is such an example. The efficient update of the lexicon was another 
issue we focused on. For this reason, we developed a user-friendly interface for adding new 
lexicon entries. 

During the first stages of the lexicon development, we focused on nouns and adjectives 
since our objective was to improve the accuracy of the lookup modules we used in text proc-
essing applications. For instance, in the controlled language checker the lookup module uses 
lists of terms that are mainly comprised of nouns and adjectives. This is also the case in the 
gazetteer lookup module used by a named entity recogniser [5]. We plan to update the lexi-
con adding new entries for verbs. We will also improve the lexicon structure concerning verb 
entries since in its current state it cannot handle all the verb types. 



An interesting issue for investigation is the combination of the lexicon with the part of 
speech tagger. This is currently performed by the lexical analyser module that combines the 
tagger results with the morphological analyser results. The resources used by the current ver-
sion of the part of speech tagger include a lexicon, a grammar of lexical rules and a grammar 
of contextual rules. These resources were created during the training phase of the tagger. 
More specifically, the lexicon contains all the words in the training corpus associated with 
their most frequent POS tag, as it was measured from the training corpus. Another option 
would be to use the lexicon in order to feed the part of speech tagger, i.e. to replace the lexi-
con learned during the training stage with the morphological lexicon. We believe that this 
will improve the lexical and contextual rules acquired during the training stage, improving in 
turn the tagger’s performance. 
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